Abstract-It is critical to have a knowledge base model for efficient storage of extracted knowledge. This ensures that the knowledge is stored in a meaningful way to be used for different applications. The efficiency of the knowledge base model depends largely on the rules of construction. Knowledge represented using logico-linguistic techniques and semantic networks lack a consistent rule based knowledge model. The current paper deals with the analysis of text from the knowledge extraction, representation and semantic network phase to formulate rules which would lay foundations of a knowledge model. The developed rules seem to be promising providing a comprehensive coverage of different scenarios. The extensive coverage is an indication that the knowledge model will cater to the entire domain knowledge, thereby laying the foundations of automatic construction of efficient knowledge bases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the post-industrial society has seen the emergence of information, in general, and knowledge, in particular, as the currency of the era. The post-industrial economy is essentially driven by intellectual capital and innovation, wherein physical capital has been replaced by knowledge [1] [2] .
As knowledge becomes society's most valuable asset, the amount of data has also increased considerably. The evolution of Web to a platform for user generated content alone has led to huge amounts of data available online. For example, a drastic increase of 7.7 million web blogs was observed from August 2007 to August 2008 [3] . The amount of data is estimated to reach 44 zettabytes (4.4 * 1022 bytes) by 2020 [4] .
The central importance of knowledge and availability of gigantic reservoirs of data has made it essential to develop techniques for extraction and representation of knowledge from this data and to store it in a consistent and logical format. Moreover, it is also essential that the methods are automated and consistent in nature for the purpose of cross domain applicability.
However, machines are unable to understand the gigantic reservoir of information which consists a variety of domains. Thus, it becomes untenable to perform reasoning or any other task on this information pool due to its disorganized structure. Domain ontologies for knowledge representation could be created if the information could be extracted and organized effectively [5] . The extraction, representation, storage and retrieval of knowledge would in essence complete the meaning of a true "information society." The concept of information society is more concerned with using knowledge as a tool rather than technological improvements for innovation.
Reference [6] argues that Semantic Web will provide a solution to all these issues. It will help to format the data into a machine-readable format, enabling machines to deduce inferences, linking concepts to each other and data properties to global schemas, etc. As the standardization efforts are in process, it is important to focus on converting the disorganized human knowledge into a useful information space. It is imperative that this process be made smaller rather than focus on design of large and expressive ontologies by domain experts. The larger the process, all the more complex and problematic it gets to achieve the goal.
Natural languages are the most expressive for knowledge representation. Their power is such that they can act as their own Meta-languages. However, this expressiveness makes it arduous for machines to understand it as most of the knowledge is not expressed explicitly but rather implied. Formal languages have been proposed as an alternative to overcome this problem but such languages are difficult for domain experts to understand. An approach to solve this is a controlled language, which is a subset of a natural language. The grammar and vocabulary is restricted in a systematic manner for the machines to understand the meaning without any ambiguity and complexity. The challenge with such languages is that they need to have a welldefined syntax, and closeness to natural languages despite the changes and ease of writing and understanding for the users [7] . Logic-based languages have been considered effective since long for clear information representation. As a result, knowledge representation frameworks from early times such as LOOM in 1987 and CLASSIC in 1991, etc. have been based on first-order logic. The information represented is clear and enables inference deduction using different automated techniques [8] .
The current search engines have state-of-art algorithms but they do not perform well against intelligent queries of the users. This is due to their dependence on the information available in their indexed web pages and matching techniques. Hence, different search engines produce different results. The semantic search not only concerns itself with meanings but it also deals with the structure of information, machine readable presentation, inference deduction, etc. [9] . Thus, it provides a platform to present, understand, infer and search the desired information available from the data.
II. CURRENT STUDY

Problem:
The extracted knowledge from data needs to be stored in knowledge stores retaining the structure and relatedness of concepts. It is necessary that the knowledge base should be capable to cater different use cases of knowledge structure and relatedness from the data processed. Therefore, a knowledge store needs to be constructed based on consistent rules catering to different expressions of knowledge representation. Manual design of knowledge bases is unaffordable due to the huge amount of data available. The rules catering to different use cases of knowledge representation mechanism and eventually design of a knowledge model are fundamental to construction of an efficient knowledge store. The aforementioned issues lead to scarcity of meaningful knowledge bases [3] Objective: To develop logical formalism rules for construction of a knowledge representational model catering to varied scenarios of logico-linguistically expressed knowledge.
Scope:
The scope of this work is confined to solving the above problem in context of Al-Qur'an using the English translation by Saheeh International. Efforts in this particular domain face similar problems faced by other extracted domain knowledge.
Research Methodology: The research employs ADDIE as the methodology. It is a phase-based methodology comprising of analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation. It is well known for systematic problem solving and all the stages can be practiced interchangeably in the hierarchy. The methodology can be adapted as per needs of the context, changing the inner workings of each phase [16] . It is dynamic and flexible in nature, where output from a stage serves as the input for next. Since it is not trademarked or copyrighted, it can be adapted without bearing any expenses [17] .
III. DESIGN OF KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION RULES
Knowledge extraction and representation using logic and linguistics has been successfully demonstrated in [18] . Linguistically, verbs and nouns are the most essential components of a sentence as they point towards the fundamental information being conveyed. On the other hand, it is also necessary to establish the association, instance and relatedness between concepts and objects in a knowledge base. Reference [19] presents the development of semantic graphs to achieve the aforementioned purpose. The semantic network combining the logic, lexical knowledge, and graph based representation provides an efficient methodology for representation, visualization and indexing, etc. of knowledge.
While representation and extraction are the fundamental operations in construction of a meaningful and efficient knowledge base, the construction is incomplete without a knowledge representation model. As discussed earlier, the amount of data is gigantic, therefore the knowledge extracted is in huge quantity as well. Therefore, automation of the process is extremely necessary. One of the important steps in automating the process is to have a knowledge base model, so that the extracted knowledge can be stored without losing its meaning and relations. Thereby, maintaining the semantics and the logic of connectivity between words for any sentence.
The knowledge representation model should be based on rules to represent the knowledge accurately. These rules can be inferred after thorough analysis of the text under study. It should be noted that knowledge extraction, semantic network representation and rule extraction to construct the knowledge model for construction of a knowledge base are interconnected and interdependent. The representation and extraction is useless unless the knowledge can be stored in a knowledge/data base. Therefore, the rules for knowledge base are the next critical step in this process. Reference [18] and [19] present the former steps leading to establishment of the following rules for construction of the knowledge model. Table I outlines the nomenclature of representation used. Each rule represents a different use case for knowledge representation. Hence, the application of a rule to a certain scenario is subject to the structure of the sentence, obtained after analyzing the grammatical structure as explained earlier. Some of the rules for the construction of the knowledge base model are as follows:
• A sentence will consist of a variable number of Verb phrases and Noun phrases.
(I)
• The connection of the subsequent phrases to the main Verb phrase, in order to maintain the accuracy of the meaning, could be direct or indirect.
(II)
• Phrases in the same set are not necessarily dependent on each other for their implications. However, they will correspond back to the main Verb phrase.
(III)
• A sentence may or may not have a real object i.e.; sometimes the object could be a combination of set of phrases that convey meaning on their own. However, they link back to the predicate in the form of its object.
(IV)
• A sentence may have multiple real objects that are directly dependent on the predicate as well as indirectly dependent on each other to convey the meaning.
(V)
• The independent noun phrase in the secondary linkage "{}" corresponds to the predicate either directly or through the verb associated in its linkage.
OR (VI)
• A sentence may have all three linkages i.e.; primary (), secondary {}, and tertiary [] denoting the dependence of different parts of the sentence or dependence of the phrases.
(VII)
While the current work only presents some of the rules developed, future work entails presentation of all the rules developed and the knowledge model itself.
Reference [18] and [19] provide a detailed discussion on the logico-linguistic formalism for knowledge extraction and representation, and semantic graphs and networks respectively. An example has been presented below to understand the derivation of the above rules by using an example presented in [19] . The semantic graph based network representation has been presented in Fig 1-3 below. Studying the above example, multiple conclusions/rules can be derived for a rule-based knowledge model. For instance,
IV. RULE DERIVATION-AN EXAMPLE
• The above example consists of all the linkages; primary, secondary and tertiary in the same sentence. Study of the representation and relations makes evident the pattern and the relations of knowledge representation. Hence, Rule VII is a derivate.
• Similarly, the above example also contains the use case for Rule IV i.e.; sentence consisting of multiple non-real objects linking to the predicate as its object, which is denoted above.
The above derived rules can be used to model a storage representation in the graph database for all sentences which fall under the similar use case. Similarly, other rules will be used to model for different use cases.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a solution to construction of rule-based knowledge models based on logic and semantics. Logicolinguistic formalism and semantic graphs are essential for knowledge representation, extraction and maintaining semantic relationships. However, the first step in automating the process and storing in a meaningful format is solved by having language based case specific rules that can encompass all the data. It is necessary to formulate all possible efficient rules that can encompass the knowledge contained within different domains, so that a final knowledge model can be developed as a blueprint for the database (graph database). The final knowledge store based on these guidelines is expected to be efficient and can be used for different purposes ranging from analysis, visualization to question answering, etc. The future work will be focused in this direction. 
